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Foreword

Although the formation of positive ions due to multiphoton

excitation of low-pressure gases is a well documented phenomenon,

and in many instances is well understood, virtually nothing is

known about the formation of negative ions under similar

conditions. The reason for this situation is not because of a

lack of interest in negative ions; indeed, they are some of the

most intensely studied species in molecular physics, and are

responsible for a variety of physical and chemical phenomena.

Rather, the failure to observe negative ions during multiphoton

excitation is because their presence under such conditions seems,

at first glance, quite implausible.

Negative ions are, in the gas phase, relatively fragile

species. They are easily photodetached to form the corresponding

neutral and low-energy electrons; and, since ion-ion

neutralization reactions are extremely rapid, they will react

readily with any positive ions which might be present. Moreover,

to form them usually requires either high gas pressures (to

promote three-body processes necessary for ordinary attachment)

or moderate electron energies (to provide the 2-10 eV necessary
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for dissociative attachment). Viewed with these criteria in

mind, the typical multiphoton ionization environment might seem

to be quite hostile to the generation and survival of negative

ions.

We have observed as a part of this work the formation, under

nearly collision-free conditions, of negative ions from a

variety of precursors when irradiated using a tunable dye laser.

These reactions involve precursors which were specifically chosen

to have negligible dissociative attachment cross-sections for

thermal electrons in the ground electronic state, and so they

represent extremely unfavorable candidates for negative ion

production when compared with molecules such as HI or 03;

nevertheless, we are able to detect the formation of negative

ions with sufficient sensitivity to use both mass and wavelength

resolution to study the processes responsible for their

formation. We conclude that the most important such process is

the dissociative attachment of low-energy electrons (typically

less than 2eV) to molecules in excited electronic states.
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Research Problem

The focus of this project has been to examine the physical

and chemical behavior of small molecules in excited electronic

states in the presence of thermal electrons. The motivation for

this work was dictated by the known properties of negative ion

formation in plasmas: since electron capture to form negative

ions is responsible for plasma instabilities leading to reduced

electron mobility in the plasma, these experiments point toward a

simple and easily modeled method of using laser excitation of a

diffuse discharge to control the bulk conductivity of the plasma,

producing a simple, reliable, high-current optically controlled

switch.

Major Results

During the present grant period, we have made the following

accomplishments in pursuit of those goals:

1. We have discovered instances of dissociative attachment

of photoelectrons which, because of the energetics of the

species involved, we believe to be state-specific. This

behavior was observed in NO, SO2 , and several fluorinated

benzenes. These examples are described in more detail

below, and we discuss the evidence that the electron

attachment is to an excited electronic state of those

molecules.

2. We have determined the specific channels of

photodissociation and photoionization in carbon disulfide

near 308 nm, demonstrating (a) that resonance enhanced

features dominate the photoionization spectrum and (b) that
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metastable states of CS are formed by excimer laser

photolysis of the stable molecule CS2 . These metastable

states, while not themselves appropriate for dissociative

attachment of electrons, serve as prototypes for metastable

radicals which will attach electrons. These experiments

thus allow us detailed insight into the complex

photophysical and photochemical processes surrounding laser

excitation of stable small molecules which we expect to be

important in laser excitation of plasmas in general. This

work is described below and in the reprints appended to this

report.

3. In work published during the current funding period but

supported under the previous grant, we have determined the

mechanism of photofragmentation of ferrocene, establishing

the state distribution and kinetic energy of the

fragmentation products when this important organometallic

compound is photolyzed by an excimer laser. This work is

described in the reprints appended to this report.

Experimental details

Briefly, this experiment involves allowing molecules to

interact with laser radiation and low energy electrons in a low

pressure reaction region at a constant electric potential. In

practice, these electrons have been produced by the multiphoton

ionization of part of the sample. A sample is introduced into

the vacuum chamber using a pulsed valve with up to a 1 mm

aperture and an open time of approximately 1 psec. The backing

7
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pressure is ordinarily less than 1 atm, so there is very little

cooling of the sample during expansion; unnecessary cooling of

the sample would lead to undesirable clustering, which would

greatly complicate the interpretation of the results.

About 5 to 10 mm downstream from the nozzle, the sample is

irradiated with the light from a tunable dye laser (Lambda Physik

FL 2002) pumped by a XeCl excimer laser operating at 308 nm

*(Lambda Physik EMG 150). A variety of dyes were used, and the

output of these dyes were doubled using an angle tuned

extracavity doubling crystal for coverage through the visible and

ultraviolet spectrum. The laser is directed into the sample

chamber and loosely focused using either a long focal length lens

or a reducing telescope. Power from the dye laser is typically

10 mJ/pulse in the fundamental and 1 mJ/pulse doubled.

The sample chamber was evacuated by a 6 inch oil diffusion

pump with a refrigerated baffle to an ultimate pressure of 10
-6

Torr; during the opening of the pulsed valve, the pressure rose

to as much as 5x10 -6 Torr. We were able to extract either

positive or negative ions from the interaction region and focus

them using cylindrical electrostatic lenses; these were then

mass-analyzed using a quadrupole mass spectrometer and detected

using an electron multiplier.

Current from the electron multiplier was measured using a

gated integrator, and the output from the gated integrator was

digitized and stored by a microcomputer for subsequent display

and analysis. The same microcomputer also supervised other

aspects of data acquisition such as tuning the dye laser and
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doubling crystal, opening the gas nozzle, and firing the excimer

laser.

We were able to confine free electrons to the interaction

region by applying a weak magnetic field produced with a small

solenoid surrounding this region. This technique, sometimes

referred to as momentum filtering, was capable of preventing the

electrons from leaving the interaction region while allowing more

massive charged particles to pass through unimpeded. This

arrangement allowed us to record a relatively weak signal from

negatively charged ions without interference from the much

stronger electron signal.

Dissociative attachment of electrons

Formation of atomic negative ions was observed in

multiphoton excitation of nitric oxide, sulfur dioxide, and

several fluorinated aromatic hydrocarbons. These will each be

discussed in turn.

NO. Excitation of NO near 440 nm produces 0 at wavelengths

corresponding to four-photon ionization of NO, while excitation

near 226 nm produces 0 at wavelengths leading to two-photon

ionization of NO. Both of these excitations involve the A2 E
+

electronic state of NO as an intermediate.

The spectrum of NO at 226 nm may conveniently be monitored

either by measuring the electron current or by measuring the

formation of 0- ions. A comparison of the signals recorded in

these two ways reveals that the major features of the two spectra

are identical; that is, 0- ions are produced whenever NO

excitation through the A2£+ state leads to ionization.
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Four-photon ionization in NO is somewhat unusual, inasmuch

as the strength of the ionization signal depends upon two

resonances accidentally being excited by the same wavelength.

Consequently, the line intensities have a characteristic

'signature' which is easily recognizable. Comparing the

intensities of the multiphoton ionization lines with those of the

0 signal reveals a strong similarity between the two signals.

Accordingly, we conclude that multiphoton ionization precedes

negative ion formation.

The four-photon ionization of NO has been well-studied in

this region. In particular, several different workers have

resolved the energy of electrons ejected in the 455-390 nm

interval [1,2]. There is a distribution of discrete electron

energies produced, depending on the incident wavelength and the

final state of the NO+ ion, which ranges between 0 and 2 eV.

Miller and Compton have performed a similar study involving the

(1+1) photionization of NO at 226 nm, showing that the

distribution of electron energies is almost identical.

The dissociative attachment of electrons to NO,

NO(X2 H) + e- -4 N + 0- (1)

is endothermic by approximately 5 eV and so cannot proceed from

ground state NO and 2 eV electrons. If the NO is present in the

A2£ + state, however, the reaction becomes exothermic by

approximately 0.45 eV, and we might expect thermal electrons to

attach dissociatively:

NO (A2E+ ) + e - N + O (2).

This situation is clouded somewhat by theoretical evidence
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that an activation barrier exists for NO(A2 E + , v=O), and

electrons with energies over 1 eV may be required to produce

dissociative attachment, depending on the details of the

potential functions of NO and NO . Nonetheless, it is clear that

electrons are produced with sufficient energy to overcome such a

barrier, so that eq. (2) is reasonable from both energetic and

kinetic points of view. We therefore regard photoenhanced

dissociative attachement as the most plausible mechanism for

producing 0 in the multiphoton excitation of NO.
.

C 6 H 5F and related molecules. We have observed dissociative

attachment of photoelectrons to four different fluorinated

aromatic molecules, none of which are capable of dissociative

attachment in the ground electronic state. These molecules,

fluorobenzene and the three isomeric difluorobenzenes, all have

strong electronic transitions between 275 and 260 nm, and it is

this state which is being excited in the spectra we have

observed. We easily observe the production of F ions in all of

these molecules, and in some of the difluorobenzene isomers we

observe other, more massive, negative ions being formed as well.

The interpretation of negative ion formation is most

straightforward for fluorobenzene, for which the ionization
Vpotential and C-F bond strength are best known. The C-F

dissociation energy for fluorobenzene is reported as 5.3 eV, a

typical value for fluorocarbons. The electron affinity of

fluorine is 3.4 eV, putting the threshold for dissociative

attachment of electrons at 1.9 eV; this value is consistent with

our observations of the onset of F production as a function of

9.



the energy of incident electrons. The ionization potential of

fluorobenzene is 9.2 eV, and the first allowed electronic

transition falls at 264.4 nm (4.7 eV). Resonance-enhanced

ionization through this transition is, therefore, a two photon

process and will produce electrons with 0.2 eV kinetic energy or

less. Dissociative attachment of electrons formed in this way to

the ground state of fluorobenzene will therefore be an

endothermic reaction, requiring about 1.7 eV of additional energy

to proceed. We therefore interpret the formation of F ions as

resulting from attachment of electrons to the excited electronic

state, an exothermic reaction liberating approximately 3 eV

excess energy.

Similar results are obtained in the three difluorobenzenes,

leading us to conclude that the formation of F from excited

states of fluorinated hydrocarbons may be of quite general

occurrence. The principal ambiguity preventing the

interpretation of the difluorobenzene experiments is, again, the

uncertainty surrounding the energy of the photoelectrons

produced. Recent two color spectroscopy on p-difluorobenzene has

shown that thermal electrons are produced in quantity for a laser
I -i

wavenumber of 36935 cm , even though the region of greatest
-,

absorption is near 36840 cm

s 2 . We have identified formation of the sulfide ion, S

in the multiphoton excitation of sulfur dioxide using light from

a xenon chloride excimer laser at 308 nm. This light populates

the 1A2 electronic state of So2, allowing that molecule to attach

thermal electrons exothermically, producing S and 02. Whether

12
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this is the exact mechanism for producing S is uncertain, since

a variety of additional products were observed in the positive

and negative ion spectra. We are able, however, to establish S

conclusively as a product of the excitation by monitoring the

production of 34S- at its natural abundance of 4%. In addition,

we have been able to monitor the production of S from excitation

of SO2 in the second spin-allowed band system near 220 nm.

Photoionization and photofragmentaion

In order to interpret the attachment of photoelectrons to

small molecules, we required a greater insight into the details

of the mechanisms by which those photoelectrons are produced.

CS2 . We have examined the production of photoelectrons and

the attendant production of atomic and molecular ions from the

*multiphoton excitation of carbon disulfide in the range between

330 and 280 nm, covering much of the moderately strong 1B E +
2 g

band system. Although this molecular band system ultimately

proved unsuitable for further study into optical switching, it

provided a wealth of information regarding the mechanisms of

ionization and dissociation in small molecules. Moreover, a

study of this system allowed us to develop the methodology for

examining the photophysics and photochemistry of other small

molecules.

The experimental arrangement was much the same as that used

to study negative ion formation, except that provision was made

for introducing light from the excimer laser directly into the

sample chamber. In this way, it was possible to control the

wavelength of photolysis independent of the ionizing wavelength.
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We have established in these experiments that, for this

system, both fragmentation and ionization are important in

determining the fate of the excited molecules and, thus, the

composition of the laser-excited plasma. Fragmentation was tounI

to precede ionization in every important instance,as demonstrated

by the importance of resonance-enhanced ionization of the neutral

fragments in the production of fragment ions. The neutral

fragments are produced with internal excitation of up to 4 eV,

accounting in some instances for virtually all of the excess

energy of photolysis. In particular, all of the CS fragments we

detected were formed in the metastable a R state; this fact

- allowed us to probe the triplet manifold of that molecule in a

*way not previously possible, and allowed us to characterize a

previously undiscovered triplet Rydberg state of CS. The

deposition of energy into internal degrees of freedom is also

reflected in the low translational energy of the neutral

fragments as determined from the Doppler widths of their

resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectra. The details

of these studies are described in more detail in two of the

reprints appended to this report.

Ferrocene. In work supported by the previous grant and

published during the current funding period, we have made a

similar investigation of the multiphoton dissociation and

ionization of ferrocene, Fe(C 5H5)2. The dynamics of this

photodissociation are quite different, resulting in the

liberation of substantial translational energy of the fragments.

*: This disposition of energy has important consequences in the

14
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* photochemistry and multiphoton detection of ferrocene; this work

is described in detail in two of the appended reprints.
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Title: DYNAMICS OF MULTIPHOTON DISSOCIATION AND MULTIPHOTON

IONIZATION

Approved:, / Professor John T. Mqd'eley

Multiphoton processes such as multiphoton

V dissociation (MPD) and multiphoton ionization (MPI) were

investigated in a variety of molecules, including NO, the

methylamines, and ferrocene. The primary purpose was to

study the role of intermediate excited electronic states on

the multiphoton process and on the products of MPD and MPI.

In the NO molecule, optical-optical doubly-resonant

MPI was used to investigate the effect of accidental

resonances in high-lying excited states.

Mass spectra of methylamine, dimethylamine, and

trimethylamine were obtained by resonant MPI using a pulsed

molecular beam source and the excimer Laser wavelengths 193

and 248 na. Power dependence measurements were made for the

major fragment ions, and a rate equation model was employed

to interpret the results. In cases where fragmentation was

small, the mass resolved ions exhibited the expected
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integral exponential power dependence; where fragmentation

was extensive, non-integral power dependence was observed.

A single wavelength experiment at 447.6 nm and a two-

wavelength experiment which used a fixed wavelength of

either 248 or 350 nm in combination with a tunable dye laser

(using Courmain C440 dye output wavelength from 438 to 457

H nm) were used to investigate the dissociation mechanism of

ferrocene. At 447.6 nm, the iron atom recoil in the MPD of

ferrocene was investigated by monitoring the Doppler

linewidth of the Fe MPI resonances. The iron atoms were

observed to have a significant amount of translational

energy, implying that the dissociation of ferrocene is

through a non-concerted mechanism. In addition to ground

state Fe, a high percentage of excited Fe atoms were

produced by both the 248 nm radiation and the dye laser

wavelengths. In contrast, 350 nm radiation did not

significantly dissociate the ferrocene.

From the results of these experiments, it can be

concluded that when a molecule is irradiated with

visible/ultraviolet photons, the total energy of

multiphoton absorption can significantly exceed that which

*is necessary for ionization or dissociation in the

multiphoton absorption process, and whether a molecule

undergoes ionization or dissociation is determined by the

characteristics of the intermediate electronic states. The

final products that result from multiphoton absorption are



v

also determined by the involvement of the intermediate

excited electronic states in the process.
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M ultiphoton so ito onization ofetrCSop between 330 and 280 nm. htlssi hw opoueC nisa ttaoi
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formation of fragment ions Doppler broadening measurements indicate that little of the excess energy of photolysis is released
ats translational energ\ .

Introduction the 'D and 'P states.'1 2 Further into the ultraviolet, production
The single-photon photochemistry and spectroscopy of carbon of CS(a 3lI) becomes important; between 140 and 125 nm, CS

*disulfide are rich and varied, and this variety is reflected in the is produced almost exclusively in the lowest triplet state.'"
multiphoton processes it can undergo. In the near- and mid- The multiphoton processes in CS2 are even more diverse and
ultraviolet, its absorption spectrum is dominated by exceedingly are less clearly understood. Rianda et al.'" studied the multiphoton
complicated transitions it) electronic states derived from the 'A. ionization spectrum of CS, between 330 and 390 nm and reported
and 'A. states of the linear molecule."1- In the region between the close similarity of the multiphoton ionization spectrum to the
150 and 200 nm the spectrum is less well understood, but there absorption spectrum over that range. They did not, however,
is clear evidence that both valence" 6 and Rydberg?' states are analyze the products of the photolysis, monitoring instead the total
present. ion current. Later, Seaver et al.'5 used mass spectrometry to

The photochemistry of carbon disulfide is sensitive to the analyze the products of multiphoton photolysis and ionization at

%avselength of photolysis, Absorption of a single photon at 193 193 and 266 nm and concluded that two different mechanisms
nm excite-, the molecule to both singlet and triplet dissociative of ion formation operate at those two wavelengths. More recently,
states, leading to production of CS(X'21") and sulfur atoms in Fotakis et A.'" reported formation of CS(A'II) and CS(d3.1) in

(1) Jungen. ( h : Maim, D, N : Merer. A. J. Chem. Phri Lett 1972. 16. (9) Yang. S. C.: Freedman. A.: Kawasaki, M.: Bcrshn. R I C'hem. Ph~vs.
102 1910, 72, 4058.

A2/ Jungcn (h . Malm, D N: Meter. A J C'an. J. Phis 1913. 51, 1471. (101 McCrary. V. Rk.; Lu. R.; Zakheim. D.; Russell.]J. A.: Hatpern, J. B.-.
(1 11al1in. K .F .1 . Maim, .0Ni : Meter. A. J. J Mdo Spectrotc. 1975. Jackson, W. M. J. C'hem, Phjys. 11"S. 83, 3481,

i 11 118 0 1) Dornhdfer. G.; Hack. W.; Langcl, W. J. Phyis. C'hem. 1984,88, 3060.
i4p Kiernan. B Can J Phir 1964. 41, 2034. 0I2) Kolbe, W. F.: Leskovar, B. J. C'hem. Phi. 196. 85. 7117.
t Do ugla',. A 1: Zanon. 1. (Can J. Phis. ~94 42. 621? (13) Black. G.; Sharpless. R. L_.: Stanger. T. G J C'hem Physi. 1977,66,
JA)/ Iesidcri,.. R A~ Gerrity. D) P : Hudson. B. S (Chem Phrs Lett 1915. 2113

11 . 21) 014) Rianda. R : Molt. D, J.: Kuppermann. A. (Ciem. Phtrs. Lett. 60
('i Prw.c. 'A C.Simps.on. D M. Prot. R. Soc. Londo.j Ser .4 119W6 73, 469

'9A. St/I 0 5) Seaver. WI. Hudgens. J. W.: DeCorpo, J. J C'hem. Phsy. 1962, 70,
(Ali(ircening. I R . king. 6 W, I Aiol. Spectrosc. 1976. 49, 112 63
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the multiphoton photolssis of CS, with a narrowed Kr laser doubling crystal for the dye laser, collecting and storing data, and
operating near 248 nm. Bieniak and Frnst have reported ob- processing and analzing the data following the experiment..%

ser\ations of multistep ionization in (S,. at 337 nm involving both
optical and colltsional excitation. Results and Discussion

The difficult% in interpreting the abos e multiphoton experi- Several ionic species. both atomic and molecular, "ere obsersed ,,
ments, Al of hich use a fixed-%kavelength laser, is that there is as products of multiphoton dissociation and ionization of CS,. The .,1% %

no ob\ iou, %%a\ of determining w hether the resu!ts presented are formation of each ion was monitored as a function of wavclength.
characteristic of a broad ssavelength range or. instead reflect local and the appearance spectrum of the ion could, in most instances.
anomalies, in the spectroscop of CS, or its fragments. In this be identified with the optical spectrum of the parent neutral
paper, therefore. we .stematicalls examine the tnultiphoton species. Monitoring the production of S'. for examplc, provides
spectrum of CS. oser the saselength range of its first strong a resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectrum of the
absorption in the ultraviolet Our goal is to identify the principal sulfur atom freshly produced b% the dissociation of (S,. %hile
fragments produced in the multiphoton dissociation of carbon monitoring the current of CS* *ields a spectrum of neutral (S.
disulfide in the region betsccn 330 and 280 nm using the A discussion of the various products will require some under-
mass-anal.,/cd multiphoton ionization spectra of the parent CS, standing of the thermodynamics of CS, and its fragments. I sing
and its '.arious fragments,. the appearance potential of CS* from CS, (.15.80 + 0.03 eV),

In doing so. c can demonstrate the importance of resonance and the knosn ionization potential of CS (1 1.335 cV). ' we can
effect, not otil in the formation of the CS,+ ion but also in the deduce the dissociation energy of the SC-S bond (to produce CS
toniation of CS. C. and S fragments. The mass- and frequen- and S in their ground states) as 4.46 ± 0.04 eV. Alternatelk, this
c\-resoked ,pectra lead us to conclude that, to a good approxi- dissociation energy can be derived from the appearance potential
mation. fragnicntation precedes ionization in most instances at of S+ from CS. (14.787 ± 0.004 eV)-") and the ionization potential
these sasclengths; that CS is produced in the all state b\ a of atomic sulfur (10.360 eV)2 ' as 4.427 ± 0.004 eV. or about
two-photon process at ssavelengths near 308 nm: and that C and 35 700 cm ' (280 nm). Dissociation to ground-state sulfur ('P)-
S atoms arc produced both in ground and excited states with and ground state CS ('!+) from ground-state CS. ( ) is not,
energies up to 3 eV. however, a spin-allowed process the first such allowed prcess.
Expermenta Sectproducing CS(X ' + ) and S('D.). requires an additional 10 193

cm 1 (1.26 eV). To produce S( S,,) requires 22 180 cm '. or 2.75
The experimental apparatus consists of a pulsed molecular beam eV. over production of S(;P,).

I[_a,crtechnic I.PV) " ith a 1-mam nozzle aperture. crossed at a CS,+. The CS,+ molecular ion was prominent in the mass
distdnce 20-50-mm downstream "ith the output of a frequen- spectrum at all ,,avelcngihs studied. In general. its formation
c-doubled Lambda Physik dse laser (FL2002E) pumped by a appeared to be enhanced by the one-photon 'B-'!:,+ resonances
l1ambda Ph',,ik XeCI excimer laser (EMGI02). Ions created in of CS, between 330 and 280 nm, and a plot of the ion current
the interaction region are extracted through a set of ion lenses, as a function of wavelength is very similar to the single-photon
mass selected w ith a quadrupole. and detected with an electron absorption spectrum of CS2 . Direct formation of the CS, + ion
multiplier. The chamber is pumped by a 6-in. oil diffusion pump from CS., is a three-photon process. since the ionization potential
and maintained at a pressure of less than 10' Torr during the ofCS, is 10.08 eV.22 The similarity of the three-photon ionization
experimen:. spectrum to the absorption spectrum suggests that only the first

The excitner laser produces pulses of about 20-ns duration. The photon is in resonance: in particular, the D and E states near 8
energy of the doubled de laser pulse is typically I to 2 mJ, giving eV appear unimportant in promoting the ionization.
a mean pulse po)er near 100 kW. This was focussed by a 20-cm The spectroscopy of CS, in the near-ultraviolet has been the
focal length lens. subject of several analyses.1-5 There are two important sets of

Most spectra v,ere recorded with a spectral line width of 0.3 electronic states giving rise to band systems between 270 and 400
cm ',. scanning the laser wavelength by tuning the dye laser nm. The 3A2 electronic state, of which only the B2 spin-electronic F-.
diffraction grating and KDP doubling crystal (Lambda Physik component has been rotationally analyzed, probably arises from
FL30) simultanousl.. A few features were also recorded at higher the 'u electronic state of the linear molecule, while the corre-
re-solution, tuning the diffraction grating and an intracavity etalon sponding I., state of linear CS, gives rise to '1, and 'A, electronic
to cover a narrow spectral range. In the high-resolution mode, states of the bent molecule. The most intense band system in this
the intracavits etalon in the oscillator of the dye laser provided wavelength range is the 'B2-X'! 3 system, which has been the
laser wavclengths w ith a line width of 0.05 cm - '. The dyes used subject of extensive investigation by Merer and co-workers.2 As
were Rhodamine 640. 610. and 590 and Coumarin 540A. Some expected. the three-photon ionization spectrum is most strongly
atomic and molecular resonant transitions were also probed with enhanced by one-photon resonances with this strong singlet--singlet
two-color multiphoton ionization, in which case part of the excimer system.
laser beam at 308 nm was diverted and introduced into the CS. By monitoring the production of CS' we are able, in
chamber collinear and counterpropagating with respect to the dye principle, to detect either the resonance-enhanced multiphoton
laser beam. ionization spectrum of the neutral CS molecule or the fragmen-

The carbon disulfide was from MCB, Inc., and was used without tation of the CS, 4 molecular ion. In the 330-310-nm excitation
further purification The room temperature vapor pressure of CS2  region, this ion current is relatively weak, and its spectrum is much
was introduced into the molecular beam valve with and without the same as that of the CS2  ion. All processes except the ab-
argon carrier gas. The ionization spectra did not change sig- sorption of the initial photon by CS2 appear to be nonresonant,
nificantly under these conditions. and so it is impossible based on present evidence to determine

The laser pulse, valve opening. and gated detection were syn- whether ionization precedes or follows fragmentation in this
chronized bs a dedicated microcomputer with an analog/digital spectral region.
conversion board to control the various triggering circuits. A To the violet of about 308 nm, however, a much stronger and
timing pulse from the computer triggered the valve, which in turn simpler spectrum begins to emerge. Part of this spectrum is
triggered a delaN generator. The delay generator fired the excimer
laser and triggered a second delay gener: tor which, in turn, 1
triggered the gated integrator to accumulate the ion signal. The 18 Ono, Y.; Linn. S. H.. Prest. t. F.; Gress. M. E.; Ng, C. Y. J. Chen.Phy.t. 1910, 73. 2523.
microcomputer also supers ised tuning the grating. etalon. and (19) Huber. K. P.. Herzberg. G. Constants of Diatomic Molecules; Van

Nostrand-Reinhold: New York, 1979.
(20) Eland. J. H. D.; Berkowit, I J. (hem. Phis. 1979. 70, 5151.

I) t i.kis. /cv9oth,. t). tFfhimmfpouo. T. Patsilinakou. F Chem (211 Kaufman. V Phvt Scr 11112, 26, 439
Ph1t /li 19114. /0, 7 (221 Tanaka. Y; Jursa. A S. Icbtanc. U J J (hem Phvt 1960. 32.

i I I icniak. B . rni, K 11pp4 Ph%, R 1" .. /1. I ,3 1
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Figure I. Part of the '!*-a-Il resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization spectrum of CS. recorded by monitoring the current of CS' as a function
of laser wavelength. CS(a'I) is produced from the photolysis of CS, by 308-nm excitation from a XeCI excimer laser. The wavenumber is given in
cm .

presented in Figure 1. This spectrum is dominated in this region TABLE 1: Atomic Transitions Observed in the Multiphoton
by a one-photon resonance which is identified as a 3  -a'll Dissociation and Ionization of CS2
transition. The details of the vibrational and rotational analyses assignment "od "-Id "'o - ",,d

have been presented elsewhere23 and will not be repeated here.
All evidence points toward the direct production of CS(31H) S 3 p4 3P0 - 4p 'P 0  32160.4 32 159,0 1.4
through the reaction 3P 4 3P0 -.4p' P2  32161.0 32 159.6 1.43p4 1p, 4p 3P, 32247.9 32246.6 1.3

CS, -- CS(a'Hl) + S(Po1. 2) (1) 3p4 1p, 4p 3P 2  32249.9 32248.4 1.5
3p4 

3P 2 - 4p 1P0  32445.3 32445.9 -0.6
This process requires 7.87 eV at threshold, or two photons at about 3p4 3p 2 - 4p 1P 32444.2 32 444.6 -0.4
315 nm. Using the excimer laser at 308 nm for photolysis we 3p4 'P2  - 4p 3P2  32445.8 32446.4 -0.6
would, therefore, expect the product CS(a 3I) to be formed with 3p" IS0 O 4s 'S°  33 149.9 33150.8 -0.9
very little vibrational excitation. This is. indeed, what we observe; C 2p 2 aP5  3p 'P0 35677.3 35676.3 1.0
moreover. we find that using a relatively short-wavelength dye 2p 2 'P5  3p 3P2  35693.8 35692.7 1.1

laser for photolysis produces many additional "hot" features in 2p 2 'P, 3p 3P, 35675.2 35674.2 1.0

the spectrum of CS. Finally, we note that we observe the (1,2) 2p2 'P2 - 3p 'P, 35685.7 35684.5 1.22p2 'P2  3p 'P0 35655.5 35654.6 0.9P IIband of this system upon photolyzing at 308 rim. Since there is 2p 2P 31 3p 11'. 35661.9 35660.8 1.1
not enough energy to produce r" = 2 from ground state CS 2 at 2p2 

3P2 - 3p 3P2  35672.0 35671.0 1.0
this wavelength, the band is presumably due to photolysis of hot 2p' 2D 2 - 3p ID, 31207.9 31 209.0 -1.1
CS,. We find that by pressurizing the sample on the stagnation 2p2 

ID 2 - 3p ISO 31890.0 31891.6 -1.6
. side of the nozzle with 2 atm of Ar we are able to cool the CS 2  2p2 'So- 5p ID 2  31874.6 31875.9 -1.3

vibrational energy sufficiently to discriminate against this band. 2p2 IS0 - 4p ISO 30304.0 30301.9 2.1
We conclude that reaction I is, then, responsible for the direct
production of CS in its lowest triplet state, and that the frag- addition, we have been able to identify the ISO - 3S, transition
mentation of CS, to CS(a'I) and S(P 0 . 2) competes with the in atomic sulfur. The wavelength of the atomic transitions we
ionization to CS2 at the laser flux densities of this experiment, observe are summarized in Table i. The 3p' 3P2  4 4p 3Po.1.2

S . Brewer et al."' have reported observing the 'PO..,, and 'D 2  lines appearing near 308 nm are of particular interest, since they
states of atomic sulfur as products of the photolysis of CS2 . In fall within the gain profile of the 308-nm emission of the XeCIse oexcimer laser and may be important in photochemistry promoted

(23) Ono. Y . Hardwick. J. L. J. Mol. Spectrosc. 1986, 119, 107. by that laser. Brewer et al.2 ' remarked that these lines were far
(24) Brewer. P.: Van Veen. N.: Bersohn. R. Chem. Phys. Lett. M912. 91. broader than they had expected and suggested that the additional

,el 126 line width might be due to Doppler broadening of translationally
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I, / "='

-JI J'-O J'-2 35660 35680
Figure 2. The spin components of the 'P - - 'P0.1., resonance-en- Figure 3. The 'P 0.I.,, - - 'P.., transition of atomic carbon, recorded

hanced three-photon iontation spectrum of atomic sulfur, recorded b% b. monitoring current as a

monitoring the current of S
+ as a function of laser wavelength, The is given in cm ' beneath the spectrum. The stick diagram below the

spacing betw een the .1' = Iand]' = 2 components is 1.X cm . and the experimental spectrum illustrates the intensity ratios for the spin corn-

average line width (fw'.hm). sw hich is power broadened b% an undeter- ponents expected on the basis of the onc-parameter model of ref 24,

mined amount. 1, 0 2 cm< Waenumbers of these transitions are listed assuming equal population of the spin components of the lower state.

in Table I
TABLE Ii: Intensity Factors for the Spin Components of a 'Ps

hot sulfur atoms. Since we expect the majority of 3p" 'P sulfur 'Pi Tao-Photon Transition
atoms to be formed b% the same reaction which produces CS(a3H). J = 0 J' = I J' = 2
and since that rea,',on is only slightly above threshold in this J" = 0 '/,(1 "+ 2)

2  
0 2",,11

%avelength range, the mechanism of eq 1 is not consistent with J" = 1 0 1: 1 + )2 + 2 1 )2

a large Doppler broadening. J-= 2 /,(l - 1 /,(l - I + I +

To clarify this issue, we have performed a series of measure- (,lI + u)2 + 2
ments using an etalon-narrowed dye laser at several power levels.
A typical scan at a low power level is shown in Figure 2. Ex- the photolysis of aromatic molecules, -5 and Whetten et al., who
perimenting with different power levels reveals that these lines identified several transitions originating in the 'D, and 'P o.1.2 levels ..
are very sensitive to power broadening, and lowering the power of neutral carbon from photolysis of C.F 6 and benzaldehyde.25 ,

to eliminate the effects of power broadening caused the signal/ Atomic carbon resonances are observed from the 3p, 'D, and
noise to deteriorate to unsatisfactory levels. That is, at power levels IS states. Among these, the resonant transition 2piD, 3pD2
low enough to eliminate power-dependent broadening of the atomic at 320.4237 nm is the strongest feature in the C' spectrum. About
lines, the signal is eliminated as well. Some asymmetric shifting 6.7 nm to the violet of this strong line, a weaker feature due to
due the ac Stark effect may also contribute to the observed line the 2piS0 - -. 5p'D 2 transition is identified. The total energy
profiles: at the signal/noise level of our low power scans, it is not required to produce C(2p'D 2 ) from CS2 is about 13.05 eV; to
possible to distinguish these effects. Consequently, we are unable produce C(2pSO) requires 14.47 eV. A single photon in this
to establish the exact magnitude of the Doppler broadening, only wavelength range provides about 3.9 eV, and so a minimum of
to place an upper limit on its size. Nonetheless, based on measured four photons is required to produce either singlet state of carbon
line widths of 0.25 cm- 1. we can conclude that the translational from CS2 . Four photons will deposit approximately 15.6 eV into
energy is less than 0.3 eV. This result is consistent with a two- CS2, leaving a residual energy of either 1.3 eV (for 'So carbon)
photon dissociation by the mechanism of eq 1 and is less than had or 2.4 eV (for ID2 carbon) to be disposed of in some way.
been reported by Brewer et al..24 who were unable to resolve the While it is not possible at this time to determine the exact
3p2- -. P0 spin component shown in Figure 2. partition of the remaining energy, we can rule out translational

Some caution must be exercised in interpreting our observed excitation of carbon atoms as being important. Upper limits to
line widths, since the photodissociation process need not produce the Doppler widths of both the 2ptD 2 - - 3ptD2 and the 2ptS0
isotropically distributed fragments. As a result, it would be unwise -. - 5p'D 2 transitions have been measured, and both are found
to attempt to extract a rigorous partitioning of the translational to be less than 0.3 cm -1, which is only slightly above the Doppler
energy of the fragments without first determining whether there width at room temperature. The most probable repository of the
is any preferential direction of ejection of atoms with respect to excess energy is, then, electronic excitation of one or both sulfur
the directions of propagation and polarization of the incident light, atoms to the 'D2 state ( 1.15 eV).

Transitions originating in the IS and tD states of atomic sulfur Near 280 nm, we observe the 2p3P.... 3p3Pr, transitions
have also been identified in the spectrum. These states of sulfur of the carbon atom, as shown in Figure 3. The intensities of these
could be formed in two obvious ways: either from the dissociation two-photon transitions are represented to a good approximation
of CS, or from the dissociation of CS. In order to form singlet by the one-parameter model used by Brewer et al.,2 "4 reproduced -.

sulfur from the dissocation of singlet CS 2, spin conservation re- here in Table II. Following those authors, we define an asym-
quires that singlet CS be formed in the two reactions metry parameter t = [0(:k 1)/#(O)] 1/, where f(ML) is the two-

CSX ) + S(ID) (2) photon absorption cross section. We find that an adequate
CS2 -treatment of the observed intensities is provided by choosing an

CS2 -- CS(Xt2+) + S(tS) (3) asymmetry parameter e = 0.15.
As expected, the 2p3PI - -. 3p 3P0 and 2p3P0 -. - 3p 3p,

We have searched carefully for evidence of the production of CS transitions are not observed. The 2p3P2 -. - 3p3Po transition,
in its ground electronic state and have found none. We cannot, which should have the same intensity as the 2p3Po - - 3p3 P2
therefore, confirm the importance of reactions 2 and 3, and we transition, is actually observed to be somewhat stronger; a similar
conclude that formation of singlet states of atomic sulfur from disparity exists between the 2p3P 2 -- 3p3 P and 2p3P, -- --
the photodissociation of CS(a31I) is equally plausible on the basis
of our experimental results.
(. Our multiphoton ionization spectrum of atomic carbon (25) Bolovinos, A. Spyrou, S.; Cefalas, A. C.; Philis, J. G.: Tsckeris, P. J.

(hem. Phys. 1986, 85, 2335.
is similar in many ways to that observed by Bolovinos et al., who (26) Whetten, R. L.; Fu, K.-J.; Tapper, R. S.; Grant. E. R.J.. Phys. Chem.
identified the 'D, -. - 3pP transition in carbon produced from 193, 87, 1484.
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IpP- transitions. rhese slight enrincenients of I' relative [injils s"e note that the resonance effects substantial change
to 0 and Ima% be a reflection of the population distribution A ithin the distribution of product ions over the relati. i'.l narro..

the 2p PT staites '.aVelength range %%~e have investigated, and there is ever. reason
to belie'.e that the distribution %%'ould change even more drasticalls~ONUONas other electronic states of CS, are probed. In particular. the

from 130 to 2M() nrn is shk)%% n ito produce carbon and sulfur atomls excirner band due to the t\?o-photon 3p' '.P, -. 4p Tj tran-
in their los'.et three electronic states and CS in its lo'k.'.st triplet sition in atomic sulfur, '.'.hich is accidentall\ in resonance \%.ith
state. The electronic excitation of' the product., amounts to as the laser '.a'.clength. WVe expect this resonance toi p)L an in)-
much as -2- c\ for the atoms and over 3 eV for the CS fragment. portant part in the multiphoton photolysis and iorization of man\

The atomic line, are all quite sen.Nitiv e to po'.'er broadening sulfur-containing compounds, and so '.'ould urge great care in the
and. possibl\. the ic Stark effect, making accurate measurement interpretation of such experiments.
of the line %k'idths impossible in the present experiment. Upper
limits for some Doppler \Aidths have been measured, how4ever, aind Acknowledgment. This \Aork \A'as supported bN the L nited
these are only slightl\ greater than the room-temperature Doppler States Army Research Office under Contract No. DAAG 29-
\".idth This leads us to conclude that little of the excess energy 84-K-O2Oi.

* , of phkotolx xis is deposited as translational energy, but rather that Registr% No CS,. 75-t 15-0: CS, 2944-05-() 7. 440-44-0: S. 7 i4-
- ~ most i, taken up b,. internal degrees of freedom of the fragments. 34-9.
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Two-Color Multiphoton Dissociation and Ionization of Ferrocene

H. T. Liou,t Y. Ono,* P. C. Engelking,* and J. T. Moseley

Departments of Physics and Chemistry. Lnicersityv of Oregon, Eugene. Oregon 97403
(Receiced: October 1I, 1985)

The state distributions and relative yields of iron atoms generated in the multiphoton dissociation of ferrocene by the combined
radiation of an excimer laser (248 or 351 nm) and a dye laser in the region 430-452 nm were probed by multiphoton ionization.
The use of different wavelengths alters the amount of energy deposited in ferrocene prior to dissociation. Comparison of
the tmo-color work with spectra obtained with purely visible radiation reveals that 351-nm radiation is ineffective in producing
rapid dissociation, whereas 248 nm produces iron in a large number of electronic states. The rapid production of iron appears
to require 1.5 eV of excess energ above the dissociation threshold and is likely a direct dissociation on a repulsive surface.

Introduction among vibrational modes, dissociation may be highly specific in

The process of unimolecular dissociation has been well studied' the resulting distribution of energy among degrees of freedom.
and is very accurately characterized in many cases by RRKM Occasionally, this has been observed by chemical activation:
theory, or quasiequilibrium theory' (QET). The work in this field
has almost exclusively centered on single dissociation processes () Spicer, L. D.; Rabinovitch, B. S. Annu. Re. Phys. Chem. 1970. 21,
yielding two products. Often, the time-of-flight technique is 349. Setser. D. W. At TP Int. Rev. Sci. Phyvs. Chem. 1972, 9. 1. Quack. M.;
employed to measure the velocity and mass of one of the products Troc. J. Gas Kinetics and Energy Tratsfer. Vol. 2, Ashmore. P. G.. Donovan,
whikh. through conservation of momentum and energy, allows a R. J. Ed.; The Chemical Society: London, 1977: p 175. Quack, M.; Troe.
measure of the kinetic energy release.'

-  More recently, the J. Int. Rev. Phys. Chem. 1981, 1, 97. Holbrook, K. A. ('hem. Soc. Rer. 1913,
s2, 163. Kassel, L. S. Kinetics of Homogeneous Gas Reactions; Chemicalstatistical treatment of unimolecular dissociation has been extended Catalog Co.; New York, 1932.

to fragmentation processes yielding several products,6 formulating (2) Marcus, R. A.; Rice, 0. K. J. Phvs. Colloid. Chem. 1951. 55. 94.
the partitioning of excess energy into the available degrees of Marcus, R. A. J. ('hem. Phys. 1952, 21. 359.
freedom' and identifying the experimentally observable' char- (3) Vestal, M.; Wahrhaftig. A. L.; Johnston. W. H. J. ('hem. Phys. 1962.
acteristics which can discriminate between sequential and si- 37( 1276.multneos disocatio mehanims.(4) Franklin, J. L. S-ience 1976, /193. 725.
multaneous dissociation mechanisms. (5) Safron. S. A.; Weinstein. N. D.; Hcrshbach. D. R.: Tully. J. C. ('hem.

In contrast to statistical decomposition, if dissociation occurs Phys. Lett. 1972. 12, 564. Farrar, J. M.; Lee. Y. T. J. Chem. Phys. 1976,
on a time scale that is fast compared to redistribution of energy 65, 1414.

(6) Silberstein, J.; Levin, R. D. Chem. Phys. Lett. 190, 74. 6. Silberstein,
J_. Levin, R. D. J. Chem. Phys. 1981, 75, 5735

Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania. (7) Ohmichi, N.; Silberstein, J.; Levine. R. D. Isr. J. ('hem. 1984. 24, 245.
Philadelphia, PA 19104 (8) Bernstein, R. B. J. Phys, Chem. 1912, 86, 1178.

0022-3654/86/2090-2888$01.50/0 © 1986 American Chemical Society
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Figure I. Various amounts of excess energy for dissociation of ferrocene . " , .
are produced with different wavelengths, either singly or in combination.
The absorption spectrum on the left shows allowed ferrocene transitions. 450 445 440
(a) shows 2.1-eV excess energy is produced with 448 nm alone. (b) shows
0.7-eV excess is provided by 351-nm radiation, and (c) shows an ample Wavelength (nm)' 3.8 eV from two photons of 248-nm radiation. Figure 2. Multiphoton dissociation/ multiphoton ionization spectra of

ferrocene, using (a) C440 dye laser radiation alone. (b) C440 + 351 nm.
Rowland and co-workers9 have observed rapid, nonstatistical (c) C440 + 248 nm. The wavelength is that of the C440 dye laser.
dissociation of Sn(CHCH==CH 2)4 or Ge(CH 2CH==CH,) 4 upon
addition of an F atom to the double bond, much faster than to investigate changes in the dissociation process, particularly the iwe -
accountable by RRKM. More often, rapid, direct dissociation final electronic state of Fe, as a function of excess energy. We
is observed in photofragmentation.' °  find that the rapid direct dissociation of ferrocene does not occur

These two mechanisms, one statistical, the other direct, apply with 0.9-eV excess energy, proceeds rapidly with 2.1 -eV excess
to different molecules. A molecule as large as ferrocene (bis- energy, and not only proceeds rapidly with 3.8-eV excess energy,
(cyclopentadienyl)iron) has two factors that would favor a sta- but also produces electronically excited iron in a variety of states.
tistical mechanism of photodissociation: (1) a large number of The experimental MPD situations which we wish to investigate
vibrational modes (57 internal degrees of freedom), and (2) a high are illustrated in Figure 1 In (a). three photons of 448-nm
density of electronic states of various multiplicities. It would seem radiation exceed the 6.2-eV dissociation threshold by 2.1 eV. In
that the great many vibrational modes would provide ample op- (b), the maximum available energy is 0.9 eV above the dissociation
portunity for mode coupling and would serve as a bath for qua- threshold. In (c), two 248-nm photons provide the excess 3.8 eV.
siequilibrium to develop. The high density of electronic states The iron product atoms will be probed by a dye laser operating
would provide ample opportunity for curve crossings to prevent near 448 nm. MPI resonances will allow us to determine what
direct dissociation on an isolated electronic surface. The lack of states of iron are produced.
phosphorescence in ferrocene" indicates ample intersystem con-
version and relaxation even in energetically low-lying states; the Experiment
situation would appear even more complicated near the dissociation The experimental arrangement consists of an excimer laser, a
threshold. From these considerations, it might be expected that dye laser,' and a parallel plate ionization chamber. A quartz
ferrocene would be a typical example of statistical unimolecular beam splitter placed in the path of the excimer laser beam removes
decomposition. 8% of the UV radiation for delivery to the sample; the transmitted

The observation of iron atoms produced in high yields in beam pumps the Coumarin 440 (C440) dye laser. The UV ra-
multiphoton dissociation (MPD) of ferrocene, as detected by diation passes through a variable attenuator assembly (a set of

* multiphoton ionization (MPI) near 300 nm, suggests that the 20 removable quartz slide covers) and is combined coaxially with
mechanism for iron production via ferrocene decomposition is not the dye laser beam by a high reflectance dielectric mirror. The
simply statistical.'I The appearance of iron within I ns, using UV radiation exposes a volume that totally includes that volume
400-nm radiation," also suggests that the energy is not randomized irradiated by the visible light. The beams are focussed by a 16-cm
over all 57 internal degrees of freedom. focal length quartz lens into the parallel-plate ionization chamber

In a subsequent paper 4 we demonstrate a method for probing containing 7 mTorr of ferrocene (room temperature vapor pres-
the resulting translational energy distribution for the product of sure),i 6 at a total pressure of 100 mTorr. Products of ferrocene
a two-step dissociation process using a narrow-line-width tunable dissociation are eliminated by maintaining a gentle flow of the
laser in the wavelength region 430-452 nm. The Doppler profile background gas, slowly pumped over the ferrocene and through
of some strong Fe lines resulting from the multiphoton dissociation the chamber. A potential of approximately 250 V is applied across
of ferrocene reveals that a direct dissociation occurs and that most the plates and the total ionization signal is processed by a gated
of the excess energy appears as translational energy of the integrator and recorded by either a computer or a chart recorder.
products. In this paper, we examine the combined dye laser The laser powers were monitored separately with a Gentec Model
radiation with varying amounts of excimer laser radiation in order Ed-I00 power meter for the UV and an Analog Modules Inc.,

LEM 100 photodiode for the visible.
Studies of ion products were performed with a quadrupole mass

(9) Rodgers, P.; Montague. D. C.; Frank. J. P.; Tyler. S. C,; Rowland, F. spectrometer. In the static gas cell mode, ions created in the
S. Chem. Phys. Lett. 19112, 89. 9. Rodgers, P.; Selco, J. 1. Rowland, F. S. 7-mTorr region are extracted through a 1.5-mm-diameter aper-
Chem. Phys. Lest. 1913. 97, 313.

S(10) Leone, S. R. Adc. Chem. Phys. 1,12, 50. 255. ature, mass analyzed with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, and
(II) Muller. L. A. Ann Phys. 1927, 82, 39. detected with an ETP AEM-2000 electron multiplier. In a pulsed
(12) Engelking, P. C. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1 1, 74, 207.
(13) Leutwyler, S.; Even, U.; Jortner, J. Chem. Phys. Let. 1980, 74, 11.
(14) Liou, H. T.; Engelking, P. C.; Ono, Y.; Moeley, J. T. J. Phys. Chem., (15) Chang, T.; Li, F. Y. Appl. Opt. 1"0, 19, 365 1.

following article in this issue. (16) Edwards, J. W.; Kington, G. L. Trans Faraday Soc. I%2, 58, 1323.
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TABLE 1: Resonances in the Two-Color loolzsdon of Fe Involving
351/353-n. Exinier Radiation sad the C440 Dye Laser

13wavelength, nmn transitions

442.87 aID3 -Z'F 4  eTG3

*v 3F4
C 443.64 a'D 2  z'F, e3D2

102- f5 F2
.E - y'D 2

e7G,
C 444.67 a

5
D 2 - z'F 2  tSD 2

446.78 a5D, -z7F - f5F,
447.31 a'D, - z7F, e3D2

101 -f 5 F,
-. yI D

2

SIOI 102 lO the rate of ferrocene dissociation, nor does it produce new iron
Laser Intensity states; it only provides additional possibilities for resonant ironFiut3 o inlv.lsritniya 4. r.atom transitions. /

Fig u e 3 Ion sig al v .l ser nte sity at 47 .6 n m .248-nm D issocia tion . A d d ing 24 8-n m rad iatio n to th at of the -

beam mode, a Lasertechnics LPV pulsed molecular beam valve, C440 dye laser drastically changes the spectrum, as evident in
supplied with Ar carrier gas at 1000 Torr and ferrocene at room Figure 2c. Even low KrF excimer laser intensity (0.3 mJ/pulse)
temperature vapor pressure, provided a source of molecules in a generates new features that exceed the magnitude of the strong
chamber evacuated to 6 X 10 - Torr by a 6-in. diffusion pump. a5D,, - e'D_, transitions. Furthermore, increasing the 248-nm

radiation increases the background ion signal. In addition, some
Results of the resonant transition ion peaks are actually diminished with

The ionization intensities, as functions of the dye laser wave- higher 248-nm intensities.
length, and obtained with 440, 440 + 351, and 440 + 248 nm, The resonant transitions of Fe (asD 4 - x5F4, a5D3 - x5F 4)
are shown in Figure 2. within the KrF laser bandwidth deplete the ground multiplet J

Dye Laser 440-nm Dissociation. The strong features of the = 4 and J = 3 level populations. This reduces the intensities of
C 440 laser scan are readily assigned to the a 5Dr-,eD, two-photon the strong two-photon resonant transitions originating from these
transitions of Fe, using the Fe levels provided by Corliss and levels. Additionally, the x5F levels ionize in the presence of the
Sugar. "'7 This is similar to a spectrum previously published by strong 248-nm radiation, contributing the strong ionization
Leutwyler et al.'" The AJ = 0 transitions dominate the spectrum background. Finally, many of the new transitions originate from
in the 447.5-448.3-nm region with five peaks representing J = higher iron states, particularly the a3 P multiplet.
0-4. The AJ = :k I, 4-2 transitions are also present at much lower The ionization background due to 248-nm radiation alone is
intensity. Higher laser powers revealed more of the weaker approximately first order with respect to the photon flux. This
structure and saturated the stronger structure. The smaller peaks is consistent with a mechanism that is saturated in all steps except
in the spectrum can be assigned to either one- or two-photon the first: absorption by ferrocene.
resonant transitions originating from the ground a5D multiplet Mass Spectra of Product Ions. A mass spectrum of the
of Fe. Very weak peaks are assigned to transitions originating MPD/MPI products of ferrocene in the C440 dye region revealed
from the a5F states. Nearly all of the iron appears as Fe(asDs). only Fe+ ions when the pulsed molecular beam configuration was

The relative population of the various J states of Fe(a'Ds) can employed, consistent with the work reported by Leutwyler et al."-
be estimated by assuming that the AJ = 0 transitions, for J = In the static gas cell configuration, FeCp+ , FeCp2

+, and Cp- were
0-4, are saturated at high, constant laser power, and the peak observed as well, obviously resulting from secondary collisions.
heights represent the populations. The best fit of levels J = 1-4 Ion-molecule collisions have similarly accounted for a variety of
to a thermal distribution corresponds to a temperature of 1200 fragment ions from the MPI of Fe(CO)s. 9 The spectra of each
K at typical, saturating laser powers of 4 mJ/pulse. The J = 0 of the ions from ferrocene revealed a structure identical with that

* peak is always anomalously high, possibly due to the overlap with of the Fe+ spectrum, shown in Figure 2a. Fragment ions of the
the shoulder of the J = I peak. cyclopentadienyl ring were not observed. In contrast to the MPI

Figure 3 shows the saturation behavior of the J" = 4 - = study by Fisanick et al.,'* where no benzene was detected from
4 line. The low-power slope of 4.4 * 0.2 indicates a least four the photodissociation of Cr(C6HG) 2 and Cr(CO)C 6H, ferrocene
photons are rate controlling for the combined process of disso- has exhibited absorption by the cyclopentadienyl ring after flash
ciation followed by ionization. This is understood as second-order photolysis.2' Mechanisms to account for the various ions detected
photon dependence for molecular dissociation, and second-order in this work presume the formation of the cyclopentadienyl free
photon dependence for the resonant two-photon atomic transition. radical from the dissociation of ferrocene. In the two-color
Saturation of the latter results in a slope of 1.8 * 0.3 at high MPD/MPI spectra, the same product ions were observed as in
powers, controlled by dissociation. the single-color spectrum. The most likely exothermic ion-

351-nm Dissociation. The 351-nm + C440 two-color spectrum molecule reactions are the following:
shown in Figure 2b has many features identical with those of the Fe' + FeCp2 - Fe + FeCp2

+  (1)
C440 single-color spectrum. Several new peaks detected can be
assigned to the resonances in Fe listed in Table I, resulting from Fe+ + Cp + M -- FeCp+ + M (2)
transitions driven by the visible radiation either following or
preceding transitions driven by the XeF excimer radiation. FeCp + e- - Fe + Cp- (3)

Strikingly, the majority of the features do not increase when Cp + C + M - Cp- + M (4)
351-nm radiation is added to the visible. Thus, most of the signal
results from the 440-nm radiation alone. The 351-nm radiation
with the photon intensities used in this study does not increase (19) Whetten, R. L.; Fu, K. J.; Grant, E. R. J. Chena. Phys. 1983, 79,

499.
(20) Fisanck, G. J.; Gedanken, A.; Eichelberger, IV, T. S.; Kuabler, N.

(17) CorliAss, C.; Sugar, J. J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 1982, I, 135. A.; Robin, M. B. J. Chem. Phys. 1961, 75, 5215.
(IS) Leutwyler. S.; Even, U.; Jortner, J. J. Phys. Chem. 1961, 85, 3026. (21) Thrush, B. A. Nature (London) 19 178, 155.
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The ionization potential is 7.871 eV for Fe. 17 and 6.747 eV for 3 I

ferrocene.2- Thus the charge-transfer reaction I is exothermic Lowest repuive

by more than I eV. From the relative intensities of the respective 01-1 s

ion peaks and considering the distance from the ionization region GOP
to the detector entrance (2 mm) and the 7 mTorr of ferrocene, GOP-

the charge-transfer cross section is estimated to be on the order
of 3 X 10 '5 cm2.

Reaction 2 is the only exothermic reaction mechanism forming o"F
FeCp + from a bimolecular collision. This association reaction I I
is only 0.35-eV exothermic, derived from the FeCp+ appearance >/

potential reported by Bar et al.. 2 and subsequent collisions of the o0F
complex may serve to stabilize this product ion. Ion-molecule
reactions involving Fe' with FeCp, or FeCp to form FeCp + are
endothermic by 3 and 1.3 eV. respectively, from Bar's22 data, in 41)

conjunction with the ferrocene dissociation energy reported by L
Lewis and Smith. 23  Kinetic shift effects associated with the
appearance potential measurement of FeCp in ref 22 cannot Jul

compensate enough to make these reactions exothermic.
Electrons from the three-photon ionization of Fe at 447.5 mm '

have less than 0.45 eV of kinetic energy24 which permits two i
mechansism for Cp formaion. Although dissociative electron I -
attachment to ferrocene forming FeCp + Cp requires at least
1.7-eV electrons, either the dissociative attachment to FeCp. (3). rFe - Cp
or the simple association reaction. (4). could account for the Figure 4. Schematic correlation of the ferrocene states with the Fe +
negative ion formation. The CH 5 electron affinity is 2.21 eV22  2Cp dissooiation products. The lowest repulsive singlet surface correlates
and the energy to dissociate FeCp is also 2.21 eV. 23 thus reaction to the a'F I 5 eV above dissocation threshold Multiple curve crossings
3 can occur. Reaction 4 requires either a stabilizing collision or to a'D and a'F repulsive states occur
a mechanism to convert the excess energy to vibrations in the CH,
ring in order to prevent detachment. ation, since the A, state adiabatic surface correlates to high energy

ionic products. However, dissociation occurs through a curve
Discussion crossing with the nearby k state that does correlate with the

The foremost question that results from this work is why fer- correct neutral products. This predissociation occurs rapidly,.8
rocene MPD is not aided by 35 I-nm radiation. Several possibilities and might best be viewed as a direct dissociation on a diabatic
can be explored. surface that crosses over to the correct products.

First, lack of absorption at 351 nm as an explanation may be Using this example, we may examine dissociation of ferrocene
discarded. The absorption cross section16'2 is lower by only one in a new light. For rapid dissociation to occur, there must be an
order of magnitude from that at 450 nm. and it is unlikely that adiabatic, or a diabatic, repulsive surface in the Franck-Condon
the second photon absorption process would be forbidden by any region. Although the presence of the high nuclear charge iron
more than this. It should also be recognized that we have at least atom weakens the spin-selection rules, singlet-triplet photoab-
an order of magnitude greater photon flux available at 351 nm, sorption processes are at least three orders of magnitude weaker
and that the dissociation at 351 nm would proceed in a I + I than corresponding singlet-singlet transitions. Thus to be strongly
process via a known absorption resonance. It is very unlikely that photoactive, the appropriate surface is expected to be a singlet.
ferrocene is unable to absorb two photons of 35 i-nm radiation We notice from Figure 4 that the lowest atomic triplet is the a1F
in a two-step process. state 1.5 eV above the ground a5D state. A singlet ferrocene

One possibility may account for lack of iron production. The surface may correlate to a triplet iron plus two doublet cyclo-
ferrocene may quickly equipartition the 0.9-eV excess energy pentadienyls, but not to a quintet iron plus two radicals. Thus,
among its vibrational modes, making this energy unavailable for the first repulsive singlet surface will be at least 1.5 eV above the
rapid dissociation. Thus, in the case of 351-nm radiation, an dissociation threshold. All these points taken together, we may
RRKM unimolecular decomposition model may apply. reach the hypothesis that the active repulsive singlet surface is

In the case of 351-nm radiation, with 0.9-eV excess energy, a at least 1.5 eV above the dissociation threshold.
Kassel semiclassical approximation for the RRKM unimolecular In support of this hypothesis, we note that the known MPD
decomposition reaction rate is on the order of 10-9 s-1. Thus, the processes rapidly producing iron, whether two photons of wave-
decomposition by an RRKM mechanism may be too slow to lengths shorter than 300 nm, or three photons shorter than 450
observe. nm, all provide at least 1.5-eV excess energy. Two photons of

One reason a direct dissociation does not occur with 0.9-eV 350 nm are insufficient.
excess energy is that no appropriate singlet energy surface occurs It must now be remarked that the actual products appear
at this energy in the Franck-Condon region. A direct dissociation primarily in quintet states, in addition to appearance in triplet
needs a repulsive electronic surface that correlates to the disso- iron states. Curve crossings such as those shown in Figure 4 would
ciation products. In a prototype for photodissociation, alkali halide have to be responsible. This is not unusual: the determination
A - RC absorption t' occurs between the ionic ground state and of the activation energy barrier for ferrocene dissociation, and
the covalent excited state. The dissociation causes a diffuse thus the energy of dissociation of ferrocene itself, depends upon
absorption spectrum. Formally, we have a case of a predissoci- a curve crossing rapid on the time scale of dissociation. The singlet

surface provides a terminal state for photoabsorption, and the
(22) Bar, R.; Heines. T.; Nager, C.; Jungen, M. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1"X initial force for separation of the products; the subsequent curve

91. 440. crossings provide access to the final product states.
(23) Lewis, K. E.; Smith, G. P. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1964, 106, 4650. In contrast to the case of too little energy, less than 1.5 eV,
(24) Nagano. Y.; Achiba, Y.; Sato, K.; Kimura, K. Chem. Phys. Lett. the case of two 248-nm photons would provide ample energy for

192, 93, 510.
(25) DiDonenico, A.; Harland. P. W.; Franklin. J. L. J. Chem. Phys. dissociation, presumably on a higher singlet repulsive surface that

1972, 56, 5299. correlates to the a3 F or another, higher triplet. Multiple curve
(26) Armstrong, A. T.; Smith, F.; Elder, E.; McGlynn, S. P. J. Chem. crossings provide ample possibilities of product states. Thus it

Phys. 19%7, 46, 4321.
(27) Sohn, Y. S.; Hendrickson, D. N.; Gray, H. B. J. Am. Chem. Soc.

1971, 93, 3603. (28) London, F. Z. Phys. 1932, 74, 143.
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s likely that a number of product states would result, in agreement multiplet. With 3.8-eV excess energy, not only is iron produced
with the large number of product states observed. rapidly, but the iron appears in a large number of electronic states.

This h'.pothcsis explains the observed facts: it differs from the With two wavelengths, the possible MPI resonances increase
statistical hypothesis of either RRKM or maximal entropy for- in number, giving new structural features in an MPI spectrum. ,6

rnulations. The latter do not imply a rapid dissociation, and in 248-nm excimer radiation has a strong resonance with a'D, and
fact RRKM implies a relatively slow metastable dissociation. too a5D states or iron. leading to efficient ionization via resonant MPD
slo%% for the production of Fe on the nanosecond time scale. of ferrocene and resonant MPI of iron. One result of this study L

Several experiments that would distinguish between statistical is that 35 I-nm radiation does not dissociate ferrocene rapidly and
and direct dissociation maN be imagined. One that would be 248-nm radiation does not dissociate ferrocene cleanly. MPD
diagnostic would be the characterization of the recoil of the three studies with better knowledge of the product Fe states would best
resulting fragments. \ direct dissociation on a repulsive surface be performed using three photons of 440 nm or two photons of
would impart significant kinetic energy to at least two fragments. 300 nm.
The large kinetic energy of the iron, demonstrated in the subse-
quent paper. support, this direct dissociation hypothesis. Acknowledgment. This research was supported by the Arm,

Research Office and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Conclusions under ARO Contract Nos. DAAG-29-81-K-0 17 and DAAG-
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Atomic Iron Recoil in Multiphoton Dissociation of Ferrocene

H. T. Liou,t P. C. Engelking,* Y. Ono, and J. T. Moseley

Departments o1 Physics and Chemistry, University of Oregon. Eugene. Oregon 97403
(Received. October 11. 1985,

The translational energy of atomic iron. produced b, a three-photon dissociation of bis(cyclopentadienyl)iron (ferrocene),
has been measured by using the atomic multiphoton ionization Doppler line width at 440 nm. The iron atoms have an appreciable
amount of recoil, indicating that the ferrocene dissociation process is nonconcerted and does not preserve a center of symmetry.
TIhis is also evidence for a dissociation via one or more repulsive electronic states, rather than b ,,statistical. unimolecular
deca of a hot ground state.

Introduction of metal atom production. One question immediately stands out:
Man, organometallic compounds photodissociate upon ab- What is the translational temperature of the metal atoms.

sorption of light.' ' This process can dominate their photophysics When the dissociating laser is tuned to an atomic resonance,
in an intense laser radiation field. In one or several multiphoton a strong ionization, characteristic of a particular element, is ob-
dissociation (.MPD) steps, a central metal atom can shake off its served. Atomic absorptions may serve as very sensitive analytical
ligands, leaving it as a bare metal atom. In spite of relatively low markers for the presence of organometallic compounds containing
ionization potentials for many organometallic compounds, the rate a given metal atom. We may envision MPD/MPI as not only
of this MPD often exceeds the rate of direct ionization of the a qualitative, but also a quantitative analytical technique. As in
molecule by several orders of magnitude." - "  any quantitative atomic absorption technique, knowledge of the

The metal atoms are detectable by a subsequent resonant atomic
multinhoton ionization (MPI) event, -"' Because resonant
multiphoton ionization can be extremely efficient, an overall (1) Eyber. G. Z. Phys. Chem. 1929, 14A. 1.
MPD'MPI process can dominate direct multiphoton ionization (2) Thompson, H. W.; Garratt, A. P. J. ('hem. Soc. 1934. 524
of molecules. This is easily demonstrated in a wavelength scan (3) Thrush, B. A. Nature )ndon) 1956, 178, 155.
in a multiphoton ionization experiment: strong features corre- (4) Chou, M. S.; Cool, T. .J. Appl. Phys. 1977, 48, 1551

(5) Jonah, C.; Chandra, P.; Bersohn, R. J. Chem. Phi's. 1971. 55. 1903.t(6) Karney, Z.; Naaman, R.; Zare, R. N. Chem, Phis Lett. 1978, 59. 33
spectra of organometallic compounds. Figure I shows this for (7) Mitchell, S. A.; Hackett, P. A.; Rayner. D. M.;Alumphries, M. R J
ferrocene. ('hem. Phys. 1985, 83. 5028.

When the dissociating laser is not tuned to an atomic resonance. (8) Leutwyler, S.; Even, U.; Jortner, J. Chem, Phys. lett, 1980, 74, I1.
this process of multiphoton dissociation of a volatile organometallic (9) Leutwyler. S.; Even. U.; Jortner, J. ('hem. Phys. 1911, 58. 409

(10) Leutwyler, S.; Even, U.; Jortner, J. J. Phys. Chem, 1911. 85, 3026.
co~mpound can produce high (ca. 10" cm-) concentrations of 0I ) Gedanken, A.; Robin. M. B.; Kuebler, N. A. J. Phys. Chem. 1912.
metal atoms in the gas phase. One may imagine a number of uses 86. 4096
for optically controllable, local production of high densities of metal (12) Fisanick, G. J.; Gedanken, A.; Eichelberger. IV. T. S.; Kuebler. N
atoms. For example, metal mirrors may be plated onto surfaces A.; Robin, M. B. J. Chem. Phys. 1911, 75, 5215.
with micron resolution by multiphoton dissociation of metal al- 74.(13) (ierty, D P.; Rothberg, L. J.; Vada, V. ('hem. P1.s. Lett 1910.
kyls. 6  One goal of investigation into this MPD mechanism is 014) Engelking. P C. (hem. Phys. Lett. 1980, 74, 207
to determine how much control could be exercised over this process (15) Duncan. M. A.; Dietz. T. G.; Smalley. R F. ('hem, Phys. 1979. 44,

415.
'Present address: Dcpartment of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania. (16) Deutsch, T F; Ehrlich,. D 1; Osgood, Jr., R. M. .4ppl. Phys. Lett.

Philadelphia, PA 19104 1979, 35. 175.
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or polymerization into ten carbon dimers of the two rings. The
4-4 lack of either few carbon or ten carbon fragments in either the

positive or negative ion mass spectra in the presence of an-,
-. abundance of cyclopentadienyl radical ions indicates a dissociative
L. mechanism that preserves the ring integrity. This is not always

the case for multiphoton dissociation of either organic or or-
3-3 ganometallic compounds. For example, benzenes and amines are

__, known to extensively fragment under MPI conditions, 9 and this
has been interpreted as a highly statistical process involving one

2-2 or more -hot" intermediates. Likewise, benzene-chromium
- I-compounds have been shown to involve benzene ring fragmentation

o~o0-0 upon MPD." 12 From this chemical information, we have already
an indication that the dissociation of ferrocene does not involve

0 a pyrolysis of two tightly bound cyclopentadienyl ligands.
This chemical evidence does not rule out a more gentle uni-

molecular decomposition, one that preserves the ring iniegrity,
..a_..___ _but still procedes through a hot ground state. Ferrocene pyrolyzes

4482 4480 4478 4476 primarily by whole ring elimination,20 and a relative, nickelocene, I
Wavelength (A) has been found to be the reagent of choice for producing cyclo-

pentadienyl radicals cleanly under flash vacuum pyrolysis con-
Figure 1. MPD/MPI spectrum of ferrocene in the 448-nm region. ditions.2  Thus. chemically, it is not possible to rule out a hot

line width is important to correctly match the excitation to the unimolecular decomposition as the mechanism of ferrocene
sampleTheline width is ofportan te dorrcymatce b ernts photolysis. We need another way to decide between the three
sample. The line width is often dominated by Doppler effects, alternatives presentcd above.
and again we are led to the question of the translational tem- In the experiments which follow, the total available energy will

be about 2 eV, and the iron is observed to acquire an energy that
We have investigated the MPI/MPD of metallocenes and, in is a significant part of this. The velocity distribution is charac-

particular, ferrocene.'4 In this molecule, the organic ligands face teristic of a temperature more than an order of magnitude above
each other with iron between them to form a sandwich compound. that of room temperature. Thus, measurement of the iron recoil
Although ample evidence .9 '°'t4 '7 indicates that the initial products velocity allows us to choose between various dissociation mech-
of photodissociation in the gas phase are iron atom and cyclo- anisms, and to decide that the dissociation is nonconcerted, via
pentadienyl radicals, the photodissociation of ferrocene is not a c a i t.
understood mechanistically. Ferrocene has no observable a e ni gated t at o reiinhMP o
fluorescence, and electronic excitation might quickly internally fWe have investigated the iron atom recoil in the MPD ofconer t a otgrundstte Th ht roud tae mgh ten erocneby monitoring the Doppler line widths of the atomic '

convert to a hot ground state. The hot ground state might then iron, multiphoton ionization resonances. Although we do not know
pyrolyze, following the unimolecular decomposition kinetics, of previous studies using multiphoton ionization to probe the
Another possibility is that ferrocene would lose two cyclo- resonance Doppler profile of a species to obtain translational
pentadienyl ligands in a concerted fashion, as in a repulsive velocity information, the use of Doppler profiles of laser-induced
electronic state. Intermediate to these two scenarios is one of fluorescence is now well-known.21-24

sequential loss of ligands through a nonconcerted electronic Some caution must be exercised in using resonant MPI to
mechanism, such as established' for Cd(CH 3)2. determine Doppler velocities. It must be ensured that the tran-

Each of these choices implies a different kinetic energy dis- sitions are not broadened by other, electrodynamic effects, such
tribution for the resulting iron atom. Since the ferrocene molecule as lifetime broadening or dynamic Stark shifts. Some of the causes-J has about 25 low-frequency vibrational modes, unimolecular asiftebrdnngrdyaiSarshf.Smeote ae ' _

for broadening have been pointed out or caiefully studied: lifetime
decomposition would result in significant partitioning of the excess shortening, 25 reversals,26 ac Stark shifts,2" and recoil. 28 This work
energy into vibrations, and only a small amount of translational gives enough guidance to make a proper choice of transition for
energy, perhaps only 1/25th of the total available energy, would the investigation of the Doppler profile.
be expected to appear in iron atom recoil. In this manner, uni- If a one-photon resonance is followed by a two-photon ioni-
molecular decay would produce only a moderately warm distri- zation, the weakness of the latter, nonresonant, multiphoton process
bution of iron atom velocities. In contrast, if the dissociation requires such high fields that the one-photon resonance is strongly
mechanism were totally concerted, so that a center of symmetry overdriven and dynamically broadened, preventing its use for

- would be retained, the iron atom would be at rest in the center- investigation of the Doppler velocity profile. We have chosen
of-mass system, and would have the velocity of the original fer- instead a two-photon resonance followed by a one-photon ioni-
rocene molecule. Thus, a highly concerted dissociation mechanism zation. In this case, the danger is that the upper two-photon
would produce cold, possibly even refrigerated, iron atoms. In
s n e t mresonant state will be lifetime broadened by the rapid ionization' striking contrast to either of the above mechanisms, if the ferrocene by the subsequent one-photon absorption. Thus, it will be nec-
dissociates in a nonconcerted manner via electronically repulsive essary to investigate the laser power dependence of the observed
states, most of the available energy could end up in translational line profiles. Nevertheless, this 2 + scheme offers the best
recoil. Since a nonconcerted mechanism no longer requires re- possibility of applying MP to Doppler profile measurements and
tention of a center of symmetry, the iron could, possibly, receive
a large fraction of the available energy.

The remarkable cleanness of the photodissociation of ferrocene (19) Bernstein, R. B. J. Phys. Chem. 1962, 86. 1178.
into iron and cyclopentadienyl radicals, as observed in mass (20) Hedaya, E. Acc. Chem. Res. 1969, 2, 367.
spectrometry and electronic spectroscopy, already hints that the (21 ) Welge. K. H., Schniedl, R. In Laser Induced Processes in Afioecuies,
dissociation is direct: at least, the dissociation does not occur by Kompa, K. L., Smith, S. D., Eds.; Springer: Berlin, 1979; p 186.
pyrolysis from a tightly bound complex. if this latter were the (22) Jhon, M. S.; Dabler, J. S. J. Chem. Phys. 1978, 69, 819.(23) McDonald, J. R.; Miller, R. G.; Baronavski, A. P. Chem. Phys. Let.
case, one might expect to find significant ring fragmentation of 1977,5, 57.
the cyclopentadienyl rings to one, two, and three carbon fragments, (24) Drozdcaki, W. S.; Baronavaki, A. P.; McDonald, J. R. Chem. Phys.

Left. 1979, 64, 421.
(25) Johnson, P. M. Acc. Chem. Res. 1900, 31, 20.

(17) Liou, H. T.; Ono, Y.; Engelking, P. C.; Moseley, J. T, J. Phys. Chem., (26) Rothberg, L. J.; Gerrity, D. P.; Vaida, V. J. Chem. Phys. 1931, 75,
preceding article in this issue. 4403.

(18) Sohn, Y. S.; Hendrickson, D. N.; Gray, H. B. J. Am. Chem. Soc. (27) Li, L.; Yang, B.-X.; Johnson, P. M. J. Opt. Sot. Am. B 1905, 2,748.
4 1971, 93., 3063. (28) Shirley, J. H. J. Phys. 8 1960, 13. 1537.
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avoiding the myriad of other well-known effects that cause line 10
broadening of MPI resonances. In fact, this 2 + I scheme is the 5 5
very basis for a proposed secondary wavelength standard at the Q D4o e 04 6.67 IHz~I-MHz level of precision. 29.30 .

All line widths and frequencies will be reported at fundamental,
one-photon wavelengths. The linear scaling of the Doppler shift
with frequency allows us to analyze the velocity shift at the -

fundamental laser frequency, while the actual two-photon reso-
nance has the Doppler shift of twice this magnitude at the energy 5 -
of twice the laser frequency. To avoid any confusion, all line :
widths and shifts will be reported as observed, at the fundamental -- '__" .' laser frequency._ t t

This fact, that the resonance is at twice the laser frequency and _
occurs as a two-photon process, is possibly to our advantage in -
relaxing the constraints placed upon the line width of the laser ,
used to probe the iron atom Doppler profile. Ideally, if one $6

assumes that the fluctuations at one frequency are uncorrelated 0 I . $ " I
to fluctuations at another, the laser profile at the fundamental 0 10 20 30
frequency should be convolved with itself to give the effective relative frequency (GHz)
two-photon profile at twice the laser frequency. If a Gaussian
profile is assumed, the effective width is (2)1/- times broader than Figure 2. A line profile of the Fe a'D 4--eID4 resonantly enhanced MPI

the original Gaussians. Projecting this back to the fundamental signal at a moderate power level. A 6.67-GHz free spectral range etalon -
f n t s e t t p a dcalibrates the laser frequency. The laser line width is about 3 GHz. Thei ' ' frequency of the laser, one inds that this appears as a width of IOGzbodngreutfomohaDplr moetosrbe "

(2) about 30% narrower than the original laser line profile. -GHz broadening results from both a Doppler component, observable
It is not wise to depend upon this narrowing. Elliot et ale.332 at low powers and a Lorentzian. power-dependent component. At this

have cel wieted eprn th two-poton ab' power, the Lorentzian dominates. The asymmetry is ascribed to a:... have carefully investigated experimentally the two-photon ab- weaker , nearby transition, at about 26 GHz on this scale.
_*, sorption widths for various types of laser fields. They show that
S-if the laser fluctuations are temporally correlated across the laser 20

frequency profile, the two-photon absorption width can be sig-
nificantly broader than that given by convolution, which assumes

an uncorrelated laser spectrum. This is in accord with the models
of Mollow," Agerwal," Alber and Zoller,3 5 Zoller and Lam- --

bropolous,3 6 and Yeh and Eberly, 31 who find that generally, for
an n-photon absorption by a "chaotically" amplitude modulated
single frequency mode, the width is n times that of the laser. At 10
the frequency of the laser, it appears to have the width of the laser 10 '

itself.
We have observed two-photon resonances in other systems, such :I

as NO,38 that are significantly narrower than reported here, and 0i
.7 confirm that the laser-limited two-photon line widths are narrower S

than we require, and that these rather special temporal correlations
do not give anomalously wide two-photon absorption profiles here.
To be conservative, we will assume that the limiting two-photon 0 I 6;.

absorption is twice the fundamental line width, appearing as the 0 10 20
laser width itself at the laser fundamental, and we will not rely laser intensity (rel.)
upon the thirty percent narrowing expected for a totally un-
corrrelated Gaussian frequency spectrum. Figue 3. A plot of observed line width vs. laser intensity. The laser

energy varies between 0 and 8 mJ per pulse, weakly focused with a long
focal length lens. Two components contribute to the line width: a low

Experimental Section power residual width from the convolution of the laser line with the
The iron atom recoil is monitored by measurement of the Doppler line shape, and a power broadening component. The combined

Doppler line profile of a two-photon resonance, a1D 4-eSD 4, fol- effect gives an almost linear power dependence.

lowed by a nonresonant single-photon ionization of the eID 4 state. A laboratory computer accumulates data (ionization current
The iron atoms are generated in the multiphoton dissociation of vs. wavelength), monitors the laser intensity, and records the
ferrocene in a three-photon dissociation, using the same 447.65-nm intensity pattern of a transmission etaion. The 6.67-GHz free
radiation that probes the iron atoms. spectral range of the taon transmission calibrates the wavelength

The experimental setup has been described in ref 38. Briefly, scan of the laser.
two parallel stainless-steel plates, supplied with a difference in The laser oscillator's configuration is similar to that of Chang
potential of 200 V, collect the total ions in a static cell at 100-mtorr and Li.39 We maintain stable operation and easy alignment by
pressure. Slow pumping removes reaction products. replacinj the total reflector end mirror with a wedge output

coupler' O rather than using the grating for output. Maximum
( l c 9 2energy of the laser after one stage of amplification is 8 mJ per
(29) Hall, J. L. Science 1S, 202. 147. pulse, with a stable, power-independent line width of 2.93 GHz.(30) 1.4c S. A.; Helmcke, J.; Hall, J. L.; Stoicheff, B. P. Opt. Lett. 19"m11

3, 141. At resonance, the MPI signal shows a roughly fourth-order
(31) Elliot, D. S.; Hamilton, M. W.; Arnett, K.; Smith, S. J. Phys. Rev. power dependence, which becomes roughly second order at high

A I9S, 32. 887. powers. This is consistent with our previous work in ferrocene.1 '
(32) Elliot, D. S.; Hamilton, M. W.; Arnett, K.; Smith, S. J. Phys. Rev. At low powers, the fourth-order dependence corresponds to sec-

Let. 1964, 53, 439.
(33) Mollow, B. R. Phys. Rev. 1966, 175, 1555. ond-order dissociation and second-order MPI; the ionization of
(34) Agerwal, G. S. Phys. Rev. A 197, 1, 1445. the excited iron atom is saturated. At high powers, the dissociation
(35) Abler, G. H.; Zoller, P. J. Phys. 5 19M, 13, 4567.
(36) Zoller, P.; Lambropoulos, P. . Phys. R 190, 13, 69.
(37) Se, J. J.; Eberly. J. Phys. Rev. A 1961, 26. 88. (39) Chang, T.; Li, F. Y. AppOi. R. , t19 , o365 1.
(38) Steimle, T. C.; Liou, H. T. Chiem. Phys. Left. 29313, 100, 300. (40) Lumonies, Ltd., 105 Sehnaidei Rd.. Kanata, Ontario. Canada.
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in iron etocit prottiLc that has less intensit in its ings than
( i6iussiin would has e

. Discussion

The dissociation threshold of ferrocene into two radicals and
atomic iron occurs at about 6.2 eV.' 2 Thus, with three photons
of 447 5 nrn i8.

3 1 cV). 2.1 e\' is available for dissociation. If all
" of this enrg. appeared in translation, the maximum energ

- available to the iron, based ,n cncrg and momen nu consider-
ations, would be 1 48 eV

If the energy available for dissociation is equipartitioned into
Isotropic recoil of Fe and c~clopentadienyl fragments, the line
shape should have the form (x' - x

2
,,) where x = frequenc,

shift, and x,, 5.1 Gt4Z. The fwhm for a lne of this shape
is 1.08 xm,,, or. in this case, 5.5 Gi17, This should be compared
to the Doppler line width observed here. 5 2 ± 0.8 Gitz. Thus,

-- - the line Aidths obsered here are consistent with most of the excess
encrgs appearing in recoil of the fragments and with ser% little

-3 , Z correlation of' the direction of recoil of the two ligands.
.Another was of looking at this cnergs partitioning is to rec-

Figure 4. Theoretical model of the line shape assuming equipartition of ognizc that if the 2 1eV is divided up among the three almost
2.1 e\ into recoil of three fragments Fe + 2Cp Compared is the line equal mass fragrnt,. Fe + 2('p, one third, or 07 eV. should be
profile of a Gaussian distribution of the same width. The three-bod, allotted each fragment on the acrage. This agrees with the
equipartition line shape lacks the %ings exhibited b, the Gaussian

average energy of 0.7 ± 0.2 cV we obtain assuming an isotropic
is saturated. At any given power level, the signal is proportional Fe recoil.
to the amount of iron produced in the a'D 4 state by dissociation. The maximum energy restriction leads to the observed line

To obtain the MPI line shape. the laser wavelength is scanned shapes. Comparison of an equipartition line shape to that of a
over the entire resonant transition by tuning the grating. This Gaussian of the same width reveals that the Gaussian would have
is repeated at various laser powers. The results of one run at one an intensity of 0.1 at ., Thus, energ) and momentum re-
laser intensity are shown in Figure 2. strictions cut off the wings of an otherwise Gaussian distribution

and appear to square up the line profile. This corresponds ap- ...
Results proximately to what is observed,

Figure 3 shows a plot of multiphoton ionization line width vs. The actual magnitude of the line width must not be over in-
laser intensity. Two effects are observable. First, the intercept terpreted. We have assumed ejection of iron nonpreferentially,,.
at zero laser power is significantly wider than the line width of with respect to the direction of light propagation but have not
the probe laser, which was 2.93 GHz. Second, although the laser demonstrated this. This unknown angular dependence has pre-
line width does not vary with the laser power (as confirmed by vented us from carefully analyzing the line shapes to extract the
measurement using an etalon), the multiphoton ionization line details of the iron atom energy distribution. We can, however,
width does vary with power. remark on the overall nature of the angular distribution, and put

The broadening of the multiphoton ionization resonance at low some bounds on its asymmetry. If the iron were preferentially
laser intensities is attributed to the Doppler effect of the iron recoil, ejected along the polarization axis, perpendicular to the light
The laser line width was measured to be 2.93 GHz. When this propagation direction, we would severely undercount the fast iron
is deconvoluted from the observed intercept width of 6.0 ± 0.8 atoms. Since we actually observe close to the maximum available
GHz, a resulting width of 5.2 * 0.8 GHz remains. The half-width energy for translation, this cannot be the case. Instead, it is
corresponds to a velocity representing 0.4 ± 0. 1 eV of energy in possible that iron is ejected preferentially perpendicular to the
the iron atom motion. The average energy of the iron atoms, polarization axis. In this case, we would have overestimated the
assuming an isotropic velocity distribution, is 0.7 4: 0.2 eV. Thus, population of fast iron, in the extreme, we would have overesti-
it is immediately evident that the iron atoms have a significant mated the energy width by a factor of about two.
amount of translational energy imparted to them by the disso- The large amount of kinetic energy observed in this experiment
ciation event, correlates well with the total amount of excess energy available

The increase in line width with laser power reflects the expected in a three-photon (two + one) absorption, as calculated from the
power broadening of the .ultiphoton event. The two-photon dissociation energy of ferrocene of 6.2 eV. 2 This number has
resonance a5D 4-e 5D, is followed by very rapid one-photon ioni- recently been questioned, as discussed by Bar et al." They
zation. This rapid ionization of the e3D4 state causes lifetime rationalize that the dissociation energy could be as high as 7.8
broadening. (The power dependence of this process is second-order eV. Yet, this would be inconsistent with the amount of kinetic
overall, explained by a rate-limiting two-photon resonance followed energy release we observe, and we view this unlikely. Thus, this
by a rapid, one-photon ionization.) A moderate ionization cross work is consistent with a ferrocene dissociation energy of about
section of 10- ° cm -2 for the e3D 4 state is consistent with this that others report: 6.2 eV.
magnitude of lifetime broadening of the e3D4 state. We should also point out what this experiment does not prove.

Another piece of evidence points to lifetime broadening as the It is not yet established whether the third photon is absorbed before
cause of the power dependence of the line width. Lifetime or after second ligand departs. On the face of it, our evidence
broadening would appear as a Lorentzian component to the line for a nonconcerted mechanism might be taken to indicate that,
shape. A rough deconvolution of the line shape into a Gaussian after the first two photons are absorbed, partial dissociation occurs,
and a Lorentzian (based on the Voigt profiles given by Davies in which one ligand departs. Based upon a simple, additive model
and Vaughn" t) shows a broadening of the Lorentzian component of bonding, we might imagine that each ligand has 6.2/2 = 3.1
with laser power, while the Gaussian component remains constant. eV bond energy, and two photons might strip off one ligand. Ther

This analysis also shows that the intercept of the Lorentzian is yet little evidence to support this,
component at low powers is negative, while the constant Gaussian
Doppler width is too large. These spurious effects, produced by (42) Muller, J.; D'Or. L. J. Orgaometal. Chem. 1967, 10, 313. Wilkin-
forcing the line shape to a Voigt profile, can be accounted for by son, G.; Pauson, P. L.; Cotton. F. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 194, 76, 1970.

Conner, J. A. Top. Curmnt Chem. 1977, 71, 72.
(43) Bar, R.; Heines, T.; Nager C.; Jungen, M. Chem. Phys. Let. 1962.

P U (41) Davi, J. T.; Vaughn, J. M. Astrophys. J. 1963, 137, 1302. 91, 440.



Bonding in o rganonretallic comipounds is not addit ire the dissociatrion such Is illustrated b>, ('H .A into CHl + I studied hr.
S..*~*rerios .1 or hc first ligand requires much more eneigs t bai the R ile\ a nd Wil son," most ot the energr partirinn is into

[ewho%.al ot u bsequcien ligands I[his is seen in the relative bond tra nslat ion. rat her t ha n into u ibrations This is taken as e% idencc
strength in carbonO, -. " and in the relait ise bond sitrengt hs of thit the dissorciation occurs h\ excitation to a steep. diissoiciating.
theta Ilochic ali ions, In the ferrocene cation. a ppeara nce p0- electronic surface, on \, hich dissociat on ta kes p14,cc s% it hout
tentialN " indicaite it takes five to fifteen times as much enery r significant time for equipartitioning the energ\ into %arious internal
to rein orc !he ti rst 1ILviAnd as It LIIC 'esto reios e thle second i vianrd. nrides of' the fra itments. Rapid photixiissociat ion of' metail a lk\ Is
rrhich rIna\ hare a bonmd strength as loss as a third of ait elec- hia ,also beeti obseri ed: Jonah et al -, anrd ITatmr et al " has e
ronw it' In ferrocerie itself, this dispart- of botnd strengths is, insestigated the angular distributions of thle three fragntns 1

also expected. since the neutra iron ri tth i%4o ligands hats a ( ~t- . Significant anisotropies of ill fragments are obsersed.
e cr a 1d electron coniguraition. Ashile the nmetal ssit h onl% oine This tAould be inconsistent with a simple unitrirlecular deca\

i~gArid has a~ ite- a Cie t il-electron configuration. Remnosal model, and these authors find their results consistent ssirh at riodel
of1 one liganrd requires, thle pronmot ion of an elect ron This is the that rapid!\ ejects the tss o I iga nds. niot together. hut in rapid
reason that the isoclectronic oba Itocene cation. ss it h the saine succession It is. this t pe of model ithat Ac alsoi fai or for t he
electronic corit ivuration, his the highest First ligand dissociation dissociation of ferrocene.
encrg\ of all the firsi transition-imetal- ros metallocene cations Cnlso
' c " I' Ferrrict p\ roissis kirteticN"' suggests ain energr for Cnlso

liss, of a single ligand b,, ground-state lerrocene of 4.0 CV. implying Ferrocene undergoes ntultiphoton dissociation in a nonconcerted
second ligand dissociation energ(it' of I. e%' Thus. for the manner that efficientlr delisers, recoil energ\ and mooetturn to

!errocene ieround state, the first dissociation requires almost t\%iee the central iron atom. The Doppler \kidth of the atomnic ah-
asmuch cnerg\, as, the second Wkhile numerical]\ this implies sorptions is predicted bi, a simnpie model assuming equipartitian

that there is. thermochensicallN enough energy in trso photons to of the excess energy among thec translational degrees of freedlort
remoxe one ligand from ground-state ferrocene. it is not ' et These resuits point to at dissociative mechanism %ia repulsive
demionstrated that this dissociation of photoexcited ferrocene wtill, electronic states.
in t~ict, oCur bcfore absorrption of an additional photon. Thus,
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